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BODY LOTION
bottle in pet, 

30ml

BODY WASH
bottle in pet, 

30ml

P30BN

SHAMPOO
bottle in pet, 

30ml

P30SN

HAIR & BODY WASH
bottle in pet, 

30ml

PET30MN

HAIR & BODY WASH
bottle in pet, 

20ml
P20MN

BODY LOTION
bottle in pet, 

20ml

P20BLN

BODY WASH
bottle in pet, 

20ml

P20BN

SHAMPOO
bottle in pet, 

20ml
P20SN P30BLN

HAIR & BODY WASH
sachet in paper, 

7ml
AB08MN

BODY WASH
sachet in paper, 

7ml
AB08BN

SHAMPOO
sachet in paper, 

7ml
AB08SN

INTIMATE WASH
sachet in paper, 

7ml
AB08IGN

HAIR & BODY WASH
sachet semi

transparent 11 ml

AB05MN

SHAMPOO
sachet semi

transparent 11 ml

AB05SN

BODY WASH
sachet semi

transparent 11 ml

AB05BN

INTIMATE WASH
bottle in pet, 

20ml
P20IGN

new!

A timeless collection, with its simplicity and 
understated graphic, it remains a practical and 
functional range. The bottles are characterised 
by cosmetics inspired by primary colours, orange, 
yellow and light blue. Colours that are recalled 
to highlight the security seal on the bottle neck.

Neutra provides everyday cosmetics containing 
natural extracts, giving them a subtle texture and 
fragrance suitable for both men and women, of all 
ages. The fresh notes of the fragrances reflect the 
bright, colorful products.   
All cosmetics are Made in Italy, clinically tested, 
without mineral oils and phenoxyethanol.  

The collection includes varying size bottles and 
sachets of cleansers for hair and body, solid soap 
in various shapes and sizes and wall dispensers. 
Along with these are also refreshing towels 
in multiple sizes. Completing the range is a 
wide selectionof the most frequently requested 
accessories for example, shower cap, hygienic set 
and many others all in flowpack packaging, The 
collection also includes a small pochette already 
filled with the vanity kit, shower cap and sewing kit. 



DISPENSER

TOWELS

SOAPS

SOAPS tnt tnt

ACCESSORIES

MILD HAND SOAP
recharge dispenser with 

level band 330 ml

HAIR & BODY WASH
recharge dispenser

semitrasparent 330 ml

NEUTRAL SOAP
White matt flow-pack

15 g

NEUTRAL SOAP
pleat wrapped

20 g

DSR330LMN DSR330MN B0915N B02N

NEUTRAL SOAP
flow-pack semi-transparent, 

12 g

B0812N

REFRESHING TOWELETTE
sachet in paper

REFRESHING TOWELETTE
sachet in paper

REFRESHING TOWELETTE
sachet in paper

REFRESHING TOWELETTE
sachet in paper

AB095LG2 AB09LG2 AB100LG AB50LG

SHOWER CAP
flow-pack 

semi-transparent

SEWING KIT
flow-pack 

semi-transparent

HYGIENIC KIT
flow-pack 

semi-transparent

“KIT SMALL AMENITIES”
contains: 3 cotton disks, 4 cotton buds, 

1 terry hair band), 1 shower cap, 1 sewing kit

SHOE SHINE SPONGE
flow-pack 

semi-transparent

C01F C015N DE02N F02N D055N

the toothpaste
.made in Italy 
.with organic sage
.cool blast of mint!

TOOTHPASTE
sachet in paper, 3g 

DENTAL KIT
flow-pack 

semi-transparent

SHAVING KIT
flow-pack 

semi-transparent

SHOE SHINE TOWELETTE
sachet in paper

SHAVING GEL
sachet in paper, 6 ml

AB03N E09N E010N AB25N AB14N

compact
sachet

with 32% less
packaging

RECOMMENDED DISPENSER 
ACCESSORIES

Recharge  
DSR

Adhesive holder:
White DSB#BI 

Semi-transparent DSB#TR
Holder with screw:

White DSS#BI 
Semi-transparent DSS#TR 

Matt silver DSS#AO



Want your logo on Neutra range?
Yes? We can customize in a simplified way! How?

Want to use one of the Neutra items but changing one or more elements? Now you can! ... How?
Choose the collection you like and consult the “Tools & components booklet” for the available options*.
*Some options are subject to additional surcharges and MOQ.

CROSS COMPONENTS CUSTOMIZATION

SIMPLIFIED CUSTOMIZATION
Maintain the same item configuration and add your logo or graphic layout.
You have two printing colours options:
- SAME RANGE COLOURS
- 1/2/3/4 COLOUR CUSTOMIZATION*
*this option is subject to a surcharge. See price list for details.

CUSTOMIZATION WITH SAME RANGE COLOURS

CUSTOMIZATION WITH CUSTOM COLOURS
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Via Sorengo 1, (CH) 6900 Lugano
T +41(0)91 9607500
F +41(0)91 9607599
info@gflamenities.com    
www.gflamenities.com

GFL SA GFL USA Inc.
81 Prospect Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11201, USA
T +1 (718) 414-2554
info@gflamenities.com 
www.gflamenities.com

GFL Middle East Cosmetics Trading LLC
ESPADA business center
Office #17, PO BOX 282556,
502, 5th Floor, Rasis building
Al Barsha 1, Dubai - UAE
T +971 4 315 98 14
info@gflamenities.com
www.gflamenities.com


